Introduction

A 32-year-old woman in the second trimester of pregnancy was brought into the emergency unit because of convulsion and deep coma. Her blood pressure was 180/120 mm Hg, temperature 37°C, and pulse rate of 120
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In medical students and interns, based on Lubarsky strategies. Furthermore, the intervention aimed at asking both groups to pay more attention to key features during processing case information.

According to illness script theory, the following predictions were made. First, interns, as a result of more clinical experiences, would construct their clinical case representation based on their semi-structured illness scripts. Therefore, the intervention may help them to better recognize the key features and distinguish between differential diagnoses, which leads to more accurate diagnoses. Second, medical students, on the other hand, are not yet proficient enough to deal with a case in a diagnostic focus efficiently and, hence, will have to go through the case information thoroughly. Thus, the intervention may help them to process the case less elaborately and they have to focus more on key features.

Methods

Participants

A total of 15 medical students (fourth year) and 12 interns (sixth year) participated in this experimental study. It takes about 7 years (three and half preclinical years and three and half clinical years) to finish medical school in Iran. In this study, the medical students had just started clinical years and had limited hospital experience and their clinical knowledge was mostly based on textbooks and lectures, whereas interns (eg, sixth year medical students) had hospital training under the supervision of senior residents and attending physicians.

Materials

The material for participants in medical students’ group in both pretest and posttest consisted of a booklet containing an instruction about the procedure. There were 2 groups of scenarios of written descriptions of clinical cases (cases in each group were a differential diagnosis of each other), and there was one blank response sheet for writing all key features after reading each case (the first question). The last blank response sheet was provided for writing the common features between the 2 scenarios in each group (second question) and the discriminating features (third question). These case descriptions were about one-page long. The order of the cases was the same for all participants, with different cases in pretest versus posttest.

The material for interns in both pretest and posttest consisted of a booklet containing an instruction about the procedure and a set of 4 clinical reasoning problems (CRP) (17, 18). In each problem, a scenario was presented and interns were asked to select the 2 most likely diagnoses to select key features for each diagnosis and to indicate whether these features were positively or negatively predictive. The order of the problems was the same for all participants. Different cases were used in pretest and posttest.

Procedures

The intervention for both medical students and interns consisted of 3 phases: pretest, training, and posttest. The interventions started with answering pretest questions, which lasted 60 minutes; then, a one-hour lecture was
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presented on clinical diagnostic process and illness scripts. Following the lecture, the cases were discussed while solving clinical scenarios, and participants were asked to identify the key features of cases (both common and discriminating) and to gather further information based on their activated scripts. Reflection and feedback were used to improve clinical reasoning competency. For interns, 3 strategies were used: thinking aloud, script-based questioning, and test enhanced learning (4). For medical students, not only the same intervention was held but also script-based reading strategy was applied. In the latter strategy, medical students were directed toward relevant sources in the cases and encouraged to read in a manner that promoted acquisition and linking their clinical knowledge into illness scripts. The last phase was a 60-minute posttest.

Analysis
For each participant, the data from 4 cases in both pretest and posttest were combined to obtain the total scores. The protocols (19) were independently assessed by 2 experts and disagreements between experts were resolved by discussion.

Medical students
Four measures were used to score medical students’ protocols. The total key features were investigated by counting the total number of items that were written down in response to the first question, while correct key features were measured by counting the correct items among the total key features. The latter 2 measures were based on the answers to the second and third questions. Common correct key features were the number of correct common key features written in response to question 2. The correct discriminating key features were counted and divided by the total number of key features (eg, correct discriminating key features score). Key features score, common key features score, and discriminating key features score, and total score (The maximum score was 8.) were acquired using the below formulas:

- Key features score = Correct key features / total key features
- Common key features score = Correct common key features / total common key features
- Discriminate key features score = Correct discriminative key features / total discriminative key features
- Total score = Key features score + common key features score + discriminate key features score

Interns
Several clinical reasoning problems were the protocols of the interns. The first and second diagnoses and the selected diagnostic features were scored in each problem. One point was given to each correct diagnosis and each correct key feature. Thus, the maximum score for each problem was 12 points, and the maximum score of pretest or posttest was 48 points. Five measures were used to score the interns’ protocols. Total diagnostic accuracy was the sum of the scores of 8 diagnoses that were selected (The maximum score was 8.). Total key feature score was all the correctly selected diagnostic features (Maximum score was 40.). Total CRP score was the sum of the total key feature scores and total diagnostic accuracy (Maximum score was 48.). The total correct discriminating score was the correctly selected diagnostic feature that discriminated the 2 competing diagnoses. The total correct discriminating ratio was measured by total correct discriminating score divided by 5 (the maximum correct discriminating score).

Statistical methods
SPSS version 21.0 and Stata version 13 were used for statistical analysis. In addition to descriptive statistics, the differences in participants’ pretest and posttest variables were tested using Wilcoxon. Significance level was set at p≤0.05 for all tests.

Results
Medical students
Table 1 shows the Median [p25-p75] of the 6 measures. Statistical analysis indicated that educational intervention in medical students had a significant effect on total key features (p=0.005), key feature score (p=0.001), and total score (p=0.001), but no significant effect on common key features score, discriminating key feature score and correct key features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total key features</td>
<td>85[54-117]</td>
<td>54[44-70]</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct key features</td>
<td>31[24-38]</td>
<td>34[29-40]</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key feature score</td>
<td>1.59 [1.22-1.86]</td>
<td>2.44 [2.22-2.87]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common key feature score</td>
<td>0.4 [0.25-78]</td>
<td>0.9 [0.6-1]</td>
<td>0.791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discriminating key feature score</td>
<td>0.33 [0.16-0.33]</td>
<td>0.22 [0.11-0.44]</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>2.28 [2.10-2.57]</td>
<td>3.69 [3.35-4.93]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total diagnostic accuracy</td>
<td>5.41 (1.16)</td>
<td>4.91 (1.44)</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total key features score</td>
<td>13.53 (6.77)</td>
<td>18.08 (4.75)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CRP score</td>
<td>18.75 (8.05)</td>
<td>24.08 (8.05)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total correct discriminating score</td>
<td>0.41 (0.66)</td>
<td>1.41 (2.06)</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Interns**

Table 2 demonstrates the mean and standard deviations of the 4 measures. Statistical analysis indicated that educational intervention for interns had a significant effect on total key features score (p=0.005) and total CRP score (p=0.001).

**Discussion**

Clinical reasoning is a mental process that plays an important role in the accurate diagnosis and management of diseases (20, 21). The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of educational strategies inspired by script theory in the development of illness scripts. It was expected that interns construct their clinical case representation based on their semi-structured illness scripts because they had more clinical experiences. Therefore, the intervention may help them to better recognize common and discriminating features and to make more accurate diagnoses. On the other hand, it was predicted that medical students will not yet be proficient enough to deal with the case in a diagnostic focus efficiently and, hence, should go through the case information very carefully. Thus, the intervention may help them to process the case less elaborately and to focus on key features more deliberately. The fact that interns’ CRP average score at the highest level was half of the total score may indicate that they were not a good representative of their level of expertise. Moreover, previous studies that assessed clinical reasoning in interns with CRP showed the same results (18, 22, 23).

The results of previous studies were in line with our assumptions in that the interns recognized considerably more key features in the posttest. However, there was an considerable difference between pretest and posttest in total diagnostic accuracy and total correct discriminating score, which is not in line with our predictions. It seems that the interns were more curious about the common key features of diseases rather than paying attention to discriminating key features and being concerned about differentiating the competing diagnoses that led to no change in diagnostic accuracy. It seems that these findings were supported by some previous studies in which final diagnostic accuracy and differential diagnosis accuracy were insensitive to short-term educational interventions (24, 25).

Findings were also partially in line with our predictions in that medical students produced less total key features in the posttest and the increase in correct key features, indicating that they become less elaborate in their case processing. The insignificant difference in correct key features score, common key feature score, and discriminative key features score in posttest compared to pretest may demonstrate that medical students tend to choose key features rather than being accurate. These findings are in line with previous studies that indicated medical students are relatively insensitive to the nature and circumstances of the task (26-33).

Translation of findings from such basic research to applications in medical education is not so trivial. Showing the way medical students and interns deal with written cases in a crash course does not directly guide us on how to train them in real clinical settings. However, some recommendations can still be made for medical education. This study showed that such theory-based studies can bring about fresh and insightful ideas for teaching clinical reasoning and may fill in the gap between theory and practice in medical education research. It seems that script-based learning may lead to a change in the weighing of features, a change in the number of features learned, or a new relationship being encoded among features, thus, further research is needed to investigate these issues.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that theory-driven educational strategies have an impact on illness script development specifically in interns. It seems that this intervention would be tested on those in higher levels of expertise (ie, residents). It was difficult to estimate the long-term effect of this educational intervention, as the testing phase took place immediately after the learning phase. Also, this study recommends that this intervention be used in real clinical settings.
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